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(54) NETWORK RESOURCES BROKERING SYSTEM AND BROKERING ENTITY

(57) The disclosure relates to a network resources
brokering system (100), comprising: a communication
network (110) comprising at least one network resource
(111, 112, 113); and a brokering entity (120), configured
to receive requests (131, 132, 133) from a plurality of
network entities (121, 122, 123) for accessing (124) the
at least one network resource (111, 112, 113) within a
charging period (125), each request comprising an elec-
tronic bid value (141, 142, 143) competing with other net-
work entities (121, 122, 123) for accessing the at least
one network resource (111, 112, 113), wherein the bro-
kering entity (120) is configured to select a network entity
(121) from the plurality of network entities (121, 122, 123),
the selected network entity (121) being associated with
a bid value (141) fulfilling a selection rule, and to grant
the selected network entity (121) access (124) to the at
least one network resource (111, 112, 113) within the
charging period (125).
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present disclosure relates to a network re-
sources brokering system and a brokering entity for pro-
viding access to at least one network resource of a com-
munication network within a charging period. In particu-
lar, the disclosure relates to a system and method for
granting preferential treatment during a charging period
to a successful bidder of a bidding process.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Charging, accounting and billing are crucial fea-
tures of communication systems and services. The net-
work provider must design tariffs for the whole range of
services offered. This is partly a marketing decision, tar-
iffs should be attractive to customers, but network pro-
viders are also concerned with technical efficiency and
cost-recovery. Charging schemes should encourage the
customers for efficient use of the network resources and
should generate revenue in a fair way according to the
relative usage by the customers. The development of
multiservice and multilayer next generation mobile net-
works (NGMN) poses new challenges to the design of
charging schemes. In multiservice networks, tariffs can
depend on a number of parameters which define the traf-
fic and quality of service (QoS) characteristics of a con-
nection. Charges should reflect network resource usage.
The way a customer uses the network depends on the
tariffs and how the customer values each type of con-
nection. Charging periods have been used in the field of
telecommunications networks to provide differentiated
pricing per charging period, such as so called time of day
accounting. With the advent of next generation networks
such as 5G, for example, new network functions, layers,
infrastructures and services can be realized. The current
charging schemes are no longer suitable to guarantee a
fair charging of used network resources and to avoid in-
efficient usage of network resources.

SUMMARY

[0003] It is the object of the invention to provide an
intelligent charging concept in order to achieve efficient
utilization of network resources, in particular in a next
generation mobile network where network resources are
dynamically provided.
[0004] This object is achieved by the features of the
independent claims. Further implementation forms are
apparent from the dependent claims, the description and
the figures.
[0005] A basic idea of the invention is to apply a ca-
pacity brokering achrichtecture, where network resourc-
es are provided dynamically depending upon bids of-
fered. The price for the consumption of chargeable con-
sumption units can be determined in a bidding process.

This new charging concept provides efficient utilization
of network resources, in particular in 5G mobile networks.
[0006] The invention provides a system, a method as
well as a business model. The invention is based on the
idea to introduce dynamic pricing to the process of price
definition for chargeable consumption units that get con-
sumed during a charging period. It allows determining
the price of a chargeable consumption unit consumed
during a charging period in a bidding process that occurs
prior to the start of the charging period. In a preferred
embodiment the length of a charging period shall be
aligned with the length of the aggregation period for op-
erational statistics as defined in IETF RFC 1857. In many
telecommunications networks today, an aggregation pe-
riod of 15 minutes is used - therefore a preferred embod-
iment assumes a uniform charging period length of 15
minutes which is synchronized to start and stop at the
same time as the aggregation period for operational sta-
tistics. This synchronization allows creating a feedback
loop which utilizes the operational statistics and other
statistics gathered also in 15 minute intervals, such as
user experience statistics, drive tests in mobile networks
doing automatic test calls and measuring the call quality,
applications in mobile handsets doing regular ping tests
to measure the availability of low latency access etc. Of
course other charging period durations such as 5 minute
intervals or even shorter are possible, if the statistic data
used for the feedback loop are also aggregated and gath-
ered for the same shortened aggregation period which
is aligned with the shortened charging period.
[0007] The concept of the invention is to introduce a
bidding process where a multiplicity of bidders with a min-
imum of one bidder place bids for a set of charging pe-
riods, for example in one bidding event they may place
96 bids for the 96 charging periods of one day (for ex-
ample for the next day or for the day after the next day).
In another preferred embodiment, they place in one bid-
ding event 672 bids (7 for charging period of each day
of the coming week). Bidding will be done in an automat-
ed way based on policies set by the charged party which
benefits from being elected as successful bidder. The
business model is based on the business agreement be-
tween the charged party as bidder and the charging party
as network resource owner or agent of the network re-
source owner that the charged party will be obliged to
pay the amount it has bid for each chargeable consump-
tion unit that the charged party’s users consume during
said charging period where it is elected as successful
bidder. In a preferred embodiment, the charged party is
a 5G network slice owner, and the charged party’s users
are mobile subscribers that are permanently assigned to
said 5G network slice, or alternatively mobile subscribers
that get assigned to said 5G network slice based upon
signaling an APN, or in another preferred embodiment
based upon an application layer event that occurs during
an access session (PDP context) that leads to certain IP
flows getting offloaded or redirected to another 5G slice,
for example to satisfy ultra low latency requirements.
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[0008] In order to describe the invention in detail, the
following terms, abbreviations and notations will be used:

5G: fifth generation mobile network
LTE Long Term Evolution
PDP Packet Data Protocol
APN Access Point Name

[0009] Systems, devices and methods according to the
disclosure describe new charging concepts for commu-
nication networks, in particular multiservice and multilay-
er communication networks such as 5G mobile networks.
Multiservice communication networks include facilities
for charging, accounting and billing. In this context,
charging designates the calculation of a charge for a con-
nection, e.g. based on a charging period. This may be
calculated based on some characterstics of the connec-
tion, according to a charging scheme, which in turn is
part of a tariffing policy. Accounting involves gathering
the information necessary so that total charges can be
itemized against tariffs and usage measurements. Billing
involves collecting charge information over a given billing
period and communicating this to the customer in the
form of a bill.
[0010] According to a first aspect, the invention relates
to a network resources brokering system, comprising: a
communication network comprising at least one network
resource; and a brokering entity, configured to receive
requests from a plurality of network entities for accessing
the at least one network resource within a charging pe-
riod, each request comprising an electronic bid value
competing with other network entities for accessing the
at least one network resource, wherein the brokering en-
tity is configured to select a network entity from the plu-
rality of network entities, the selected network entity be-
ing associated with a bid value fulfilling a selection rule,
and to grant the selected network entity access to the at
least one network resource within the charging period.
[0011] Such a network resources brokering system
provides an intelligent charging which achieves efficient
utilization of network resources, in particular in a next
generation mobile network where network resources are
dynamically provided. Due to the selection rule, compe-
tition of network entities for network resources can be
introduced, resulting in an efficient use of the network
resources, thereby optimizing data throughput as well as
processor and memory utilization.
[0012] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the brokering entity is config-
ured to select the network entity prior to a start of the
charging period.
[0013] This provides the advantage that the selected
network entity can use the network resource when the
charging period starts, thereby providing efficient utiliza-
tion of the network resources.
[0014] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the at least one network re-
source is a radio access network (RAN) resource and

the brokering entity is configured to grant access to the
RAN resource.
[0015] This provides the advantage that RAN resourc-
es can be saved when these resources are efficiently
used.
[0016] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the brokering entity is config-
ured to rank the plurality of network entities according to
their electronic bid values and to select a network entity
which request comprises a highest electronic bid value.
[0017] This provides the advantage that a fair selection
can be implemented. A network entity that urgently re-
quires a network resource can offer a high electronic bid
value in order to be selected by the brokering entity.
[0018] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the brokering entity is config-
ured to select network entities of the plurality of network
entities, which requests comprise the same electronic
bid value, according to a fair arbitration scheme.
[0019] This provides the advantage of fair selection,
e.g. by partitioning the network resource in a time, fre-
quency or space multiplexed manner.
[0020] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the fair arbitration scheme is
based on a round robin scheduling.
[0021] This provides the advantage that each of the
network entities having offered the same electronic bid
value can access the network resource after some pre-
determined time period.
[0022] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the selection rule further de-
pends on a distance of a respective network entity of the
plurality of network entities to the at least one network
resource.
[0023] This provides the advantage that by using a high
electronic bid value, the network entity can connect to a
network resource within a close geographical distance,
i.e. efforts for transferring data to the network resource,
e.g. with respect to latency, power, etc. can be reduced.
[0024] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the charging period is prede-
termined having a predetermined start time and a pre-
determined duration.
[0025] This provides the advantage that the network
entities know at what time and how long they can access
the network resource. Thus they can acquire other net-
work resources if the charging period is not big enough.
[0026] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the communication network
is a network according to a fifth generation (5G) or ac-
cording to a further generation, and wherein the at least
one network resource is a network resource of a network
slice of the communication network.
[0027] Then, a multilayered communication structure
which may be connected via different access technolo-
gies to various 5G communication terminals providing
the advantages as described below with respect to Fig-
ures 4 and 5 can be used.
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[0028] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the at least one network re-
source is a chargeable resource and the brokering entity
is configured to grant the selected network entity con-
sumption of the at least one network resource within the
charging period.
[0029] This provides the advantage that the network
resources are chargeable which means that they may be
partitioned into small units, e.g. by a time-multiplex, fre-
quency-multiplex or space-multiplex, for consumption by
the network entities.
[0030] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the brokering entity is config-
ured to grant the selected network entity preferential
scheduling for accessing the at least one network re-
source.
[0031] This provides the advantage that the selected
network entity can be preferred when accessing the net-
work resources, e.g. by being the first on a list or by having
the highest priority or other strategies.
[0032] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the preferential scheduling is
a preferential scheduling with respect to time and/or
space.
[0033] This provides the advantage that the selected
network entity is first served when there is available ca-
pacity on the network resource or that the selected net-
work entity gets access to a network resource in a close
environment of the selected network entity in order to
save power and reduce latency for connecting to the net-
work resource.
[0034] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, a length of the charging period
is aligned with a length of an aggregation period for pro-
viding operational statistics of the communication net-
work.
[0035] This provides the advantage that statistics of
the communication network, e.g. key performance indi-
cators or a quality measure can be exploited to gurantee
an optimal charging period.
[0036] In an implementation form of the network re-
sources brokering system, the selection rule is based on
a quality of the communication network that is determined
by the brokering entity based on feedback of the opera-
tional statistics of the communication network.
[0037] This provides the advantage that a fair selection
can be achieved considering the quality of the commu-
nication network.
[0038] According to a second aspect, the invention re-
lates to a brokering entity for providing access to at least
one network resource of a communication network, the
brokering entity comprising: a receiver, configured to re-
ceive requests from a plurality of network entities for ac-
cessing the at least one network resource within a charg-
ing period, each request comprising an electronic bid val-
ue competing with other network entities for accessing
the at least one network resource; and a controller, con-
figured to select a network entity from the plurality of net-

work entities, the selected network entity being associ-
ated with a bid value fulfilling a selection rule, and to grant
the selected network entity access to the at least one
network resource within the charging period.
[0039] Such a brokering entity provides an intelligent
charging which achieves efficient utilization of network
resources, in particular in a next generation mobile net-
work where network resources are dynamically provided.
Due to the selection rule, competition of network entities
for network resources can be introduced, resulting in an
efficient use of the network resources, thereby optimizing
data throughput as well as processor and memory utili-
zation.
[0040] In an implementation form of the brokering en-
tity, the communication network is a network according
to a fifth generation (5G) or according to a further gen-
eration, and wherein the controller is configured to grant
the selected network entity access to at least one network
resource of a network slice of the communication net-
work.
[0041] Then, a multilayered communication structure
which may be connected via different access technolo-
gies to various 5G communication terminals providing
the advantages as described below with respect to Fig-
ures 4 and 5 can be used.
[0042] According to a third aspect, the invention relates
to a system for resource consumption scheduling in a
telecommunications network based on bids offered,
characterized by said resource consumption scheduling
system being operated by a charging party granting pref-
erential treatment during a charging period to a charged
party that has been determined as successful bidder in
a bidding process that occured prior to the start of said
charging period.
[0043] In an implementation form of the system, said
resource consumption scheduling is the scheduling of
the consumption of chargeable resource consumption
units.
[0044] In an implementation form of the system, said
preferential treatment is the preferential scheduling of
said consumption of said chargeable resource consump-
tion units.
[0045] In an implementation form of the system, said
preferential scheduling of said consumption of said
chargeable resource consumption units is the preferen-
tial scheduling in the time dimension, characterized by
said successful bidder being serviced prior to an unsuc-
cessful bidder in case both demand side parties compete
for access to a chargeable consumption unit.
[0046] In an implementation form of the system, said
preferential scheduling of said consumption of said
chargeable resource consumption units is the preferen-
tial scheduling in the space dimension, and said success-
ful bidder is serviced by a preferential placement of a
network service function.
[0047] In an implementation form of the system, pref-
erential placement of a network service function is the
placement of a network service function in a cloudlet in-
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frastructure that is located close to the user in order to
minimize access latency.
[0048] In an implementation form of the system, said
preferential scheduling of said consumption of said
chargeable resource consumption units is the preferen-
tial scheduling in the space and time dimensions, and
said successful bidder is serviced by preferential access
to radio resources.
[0049] In an implementation form of the system, said
preferential access to radio resources is achieved by as-
signing better QCI values during the charging period.
[0050] In an implementation form of the system, said
telecommunications network is a public land mobile net-
work.
[0051] In an implementation form of the system, said
telecommunications network is a public land fixed net-
work.
[0052] In an implementation form of the system, said
telecommunications network is a 5G mobile network.
[0053] In an implementation form of the system, said
charging party is the supply side party in said bidding
process.
[0054] In an implementation form of the system, said
charged party is a minimum of one demand side party
that is part of a set of demand side parties that belong to
a multiplicity with a minimum of one demand side parties
which participate in said bidding process.
[0055] In an implementation form of the system, said
charging period is the time between two charging period
change events.
[0056] In an implementation form of the system, the
first one of said charging period change events is the
start of the first charging period.
[0057] In an implementation form of the system, each
said charging period change event except said first one
is marking the end of a charging period and the start of
the next charging period.
[0058] In an implementation form of the system, said
charging period is a predetermined charging period with
a predetermined charging period start time and a prede-
termined charging period duration.
[0059] In an implementation form of the system, said
predetermined charging period duration is 15 minutes.
[0060] In an implementation form of the system, said
predetermined charging period duration is 10 minutes.
[0061] In an implementation form of the system, said
predetermined charging period duration is 5 minutes.
[0062] In an implementation form of the system, said
predetermined charging period duration is 1 minute.
[0063] In an implementation form of the system, said
predetermined charging period duration is 1 second.
[0064] In an implementation form of the system, said
successful bidder is determined in a bidding process that
involves said charging party offering a multiplicity with a
minimum of one charging periods with preferential treat-
ment for the successful bidder.
[0065] In an implementation form of the system, said
successful bidder is determined in said bidding process

and said bidding process comprises a multiplicity of bid-
ding rounds with a minimum of one bidding round.
[0066] In an implementation form of the system, the
bidding process determines a single successful bidder.
[0067] In an implementation form of the system, the
bidding process determines a multiplicity of successful
bidders that are ranked according to their offered bids,
where only the bidders with the lowest bid do not get a
preferential treatment, and where all bidders that have
offered the same bid for a charging period get treated
equally according to a fair arbitration method, and where
higher ranked successful bidders get preferential treat-
ment over lower ranked successful bidders and over un-
successful bidders who offered the lowest bid.
[0068] In an implementation form of the system, said
fair arbitration method is round robin scheduling starting
with a random successful bidder from the set of success-
ful bidders having offered the same bid.
[0069] In an implementation form of the system, said
fair arbitration method is round robin scheduling starting
with the bidder who provided the first of the successful
bids (time of bidding).
[0070] In an implementation form of the system, said
fair arbitration method is a scheduling method that is
based on selecting a random successful bidder from the
set of successful bidders having offered the same bid.
[0071] In an implementation form of the system, each
demand side party belonging to a multiplicity of demand
side parties is determined as successful bidders for a
resource consumption unit during a charging period
based on the fact that each of said demand side party
belonging to a multiplicity of demand side parties is de-
termined as successful bidders having offered the same
bid price in the final round of said bidding process for
each said resource consumption unit consumed during
said charging period.
[0072] In an implementation form of the system, a sin-
gle demand side party is determined as successful bidder
for a charging period based on the fact that said single
demand side party has offered the highest bid for said
resource consumption unit during said charging period.
[0073] The system according to the third aspect can
also be implemented as a method or as a business mod-
el.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0074] Further embodiments of the invention will be
described with respect to the following figures, in which:

Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a net-
work resources brokering system 100 according to
the disclosure.

Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of a brokering entity
200 for providing access to at least one network re-
source of a communication network according to the
disclosure.
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Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a meth-
od 300 for providing access to at least one network
resource of a communication network according to
the disclosure.

Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram illustrating an ex-
emplary 5G system architecture 400 which network
resources can be accessed by a brokering entity ac-
cording to the disclosure.

Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram illustrating an ex-
emplary 5G communication network 500 including a
plurality of network slices which network resources
can be accessed by a brokering entity according to
the disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0075] In the following detailed description, reference
is made to the accompanying drawings, which form a
part thereof, and in which is shown by way of illustration
specific aspects in which the disclosure may be prac-
ticed. It is understood that other aspects may be utilized
and structural or logical changes may be made without
departing from the scope of the present disclosure. The
following detailed description, therefore, is not to be taken
in a limiting sense, and the scope of the present disclo-
sure is defined by the appended claims.
[0076] It is understood that comments made in con-
nection with a described method may also hold true for
a corresponding device or system configured to perform
the method and vice versa. For example, if a specific
method step is described, a corresponding device may
include a unit to perform the described method step, even
if such unit is not explicitly described or illustrated in the
figures. Further, it is understood that the features of the
various exemplary aspects described herein may be
combined with each other, unless specifically noted oth-
erwise.
[0077] Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a
network resources brokering system 100 according to
the disclosure. The network resources brokering system
100 includes a communication network 110 including one
or more network resources 111, 112, 113 and a brokering
entity 120.
[0078] The brokering entity 120 receives requests 131,
132, 133 from a plurality of network entities 121, 122,
123 for accessing 124 the one or more network resources
111, 112, 113 within a charging period 125. Each request
includes an electronic bid value 141, 142, 143 competing
with other network entities 121, 122, 123 for accessing
the at least one network resource 111, 112, 113. The
brokering entity 120 selects a network entity from the
plurality of network entities 121, 122, 123, e.g. the first
network entity 121 as an example. The selected network
entity 121 is associated with a bid value 141 fulfilling a
selection rule. The brokering entity 120 grants the select-
ed network entity 121 access 124 to the one or more

network resources 111, 112, 113 within the charging pe-
riod 125.
[0079] The brokering entity 120 may select the network
entity 121 prior to a start of the charging period 125. The
one or more network resources 111, 112, 113 may be
radio access network (RAN) resources, for example and
the brokering entity 120 may grant access 124 to the
RAN resource.
[0080] In one implementation, the brokering entity 120
may rank the plurality of network entities 121, 122, 123
according to their electronic bid values 141, 142, 143 and
may select a network entity 121 which request comprises
a highest electronic bid value 141. For example, the bro-
kering entity 120 may select network entities of the plu-
rality of network entities 121, 122, 123, which requests
131, 132, 133 include the same electronic bid value 141,
142, 143 according to a fair arbitration scheme. The fair
arbitration scheme may for example be based on a round
robin scheduling.
[0081] The selection rule may further depend on a (ge-
ographical) distance of a respective network entity of the
plurality of network entities 121, 122, 123 to the one or
more network resources 111, 112, 113. A small distance
may be of higher value than a great distance due to saving
resources and power for initiating the connection over
the mentioned local distance. The charging period 125
may be predetermined, e.g. having a predetermined start
time and a predetermined duration or end time.
[0082] The communication network 110 may be a net-
work according to a fifth generation (5G), e.g. a 5G net-
work 400, 500 as described below with respect to Figs.
4 and 5 or according to a further generation. The network
resources 111, 112, 113 may be network resources of a
network slice 510b, 511b, 512b of the communication
network 400, 500, e.g. as described below with respect
to Figs. 4 and 5.
[0083] The one or more network resources 111, 112,
113 may be chargeable resources. The brokering entity
120 may grant the selected network entity 121 consump-
tion of the one or more network resources 111, 112, 113
within the charging period 125.
[0084] In one implementation, the brokering entity 120
may grant the selected network entity 121 preferential
scheduling for accessing the at least one network re-
source 111, 112, 113, e.g. preferential scheduling with
respect to time and/or space. I.e. the selected network
entity 121 may be first served (in time) or may get access
to a network resource which is located within a minimum
geographical distance from the selected network entity
121.
[0085] A length of the charging period 125 may be
aligned with a length of an aggregation period for provid-
ing operational statistics of the communication network
110. The selection rule may be based, for example, on
a quality of the communication network 110 that may be
determined by the brokering entity 120 based on feed-
back of the operational statistics of the communication
network 110. Thus, the selection rule may consider a
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quality of the network to provide a fair access to the net-
work resources 111, 112, 113.
[0086] Fig. 2 shows a block diagram of a brokering
entity 200 for providing access to at least one network
resource 111, 112, 113 of a communication network ac-
cording to the disclosure. The brokering entity 200 is a
specific implementation of the brokering entity 120 de-
scribed above with respect to Fig. 1. The brokering entity
200 includes a receiver 223 and a controller 221.
[0087] The receiver 223 receives requests 131, 132,
133 from a plurality of network entities 121, 122, 123 for
accessing 124 the at least one network resource 111,
112, 113 within a charging period 125. Each request 131,
132, 133 includes an electronic bid value 141, 142, 143
competing with other network entities 121, 122, 123 for
accessing the at least one network resource 111, 112,
113. The controller 221 selects a network entity from the
plurality of network entities 121, 122, 123, e.g. the first
network entity 121 as an example. The selected network
entity 121 is associated with a bid value 141 fulfilling a
selection rule 222. The controller 221 grants the selected
network entity 121 access 124 to the at least one network
resource 111, 112, 113 within the charging period 125.
The selection rule may be implemented within an algo-
rithm running on the controller 221, for example as a
lookup table or any other kind of mapping. The selection
rule may implement a fair scheduling, e.g. by using a
round robin scheme.
[0088] The communication network 110 may be a net-
work according to a fifth generation (5G) or according to
a further generation as described above with respect to
Fig. 1. The network resources 111, 112, 113 may be net-
work resources of a network slice 510b, 511b, 512b of
the communication network 400, 500, e.g. as described
below with respect to Figs. 4 and 5.
[0089] Fig. 3 shows a schematic diagram illustrating a
method 300 for providing access to at least one network
resource of a communication network according to the
disclosure.
[0090] The method 300 includes receiving 301 re-
quests from a plurality of network entities for accessing
at least one network resource within a charging period,
each request comprising an electronic bid value, e.g. as
described above with respect to Figs. 1 and 2. The meth-
od 300 further includes selecting 302 a network entity
being associated with a bid value fulfilling a selection
rule, e.g. as described above with respect to Figs. 1 and
2. The method 300 further includes granting 303 the se-
lected network entity access to the at least one network
resource within the charging period, e.g. as described
above with respect to Figs. 1 and 2. The method 300 may
be run on a brokering entity 120, 200 as described above
with respect to Figures 1 and 2.
[0091] Fig. 4 shows a schematic diagram illustrating
an exemplary 5G system architecture 400 which network
resources can be accessed by a brokering entity accord-
ing to the disclosure.
[0092] The 5G system architecture 400 includes an ar-

ea with 5G communication terminals 401 which are con-
nected via different access technologies 402 to a multi-
layered communication structure. This multilayered com-
munication structure includes an Infrastructure & Re-
sources layer 405, an activation layer 404 and an appli-
cation layer 403 which are managed by a management
& Instrumentation plane 406.
[0093] The Infrastructure & Resources layer 405 in-
cludes the physical resources of a converged network
structure of fixed and mobile network components
("Fixed-Mobile Convergence") with access point, cloud
nodes (consisting of processing and storage node), 5G
devices such as mobile phones, portable devices, CPEs,
machine communication modules and other network
nodes and related links. 5G devices can include multiple
and configurable capabilities and act, for example, as a
relay or hub or can operate depending on the particular
context as a computer or memory resource. These re-
sources are provided to the higher layers 404, 403 and
the management & Instrumentation layer 406 via corre-
sponding APIs (application program interfaces). Monitor-
ing the performance and the configurations are inherent
to such APIs.
[0094] The activation layer 404 includes a library of
functions that are needed within a converged network in
the form of blocks of a modular architecture. These in-
clude functions that are implemented in software mod-
ules that can be retrieved from a storage location of the
desired location, and a set of configuration parameters
for specific parts of the network, for example, the radio
access. These features and capabilities can be accessed
on demand by the management & Instrumentation layer
406 by using the provided APIs. Certain functions may
exist in multiple variants, for example, different imple-
mentations of the same functionality having different per-
formance or characteristic.
[0095] The application layer 403 includes specific ap-
plications and services of the network operator, the com-
pany, the vertical operator or by third parties who use the
5G network. The interface to the management & Instru-
mentation layer 406 allows to use certain dedicated net-
work slices for an application, or to assign an application
to an existing network slice.
[0096] The management & Instrumentation layer 406
is the contact point for the required use cases (use cases,
business models) to put into actual network functions and
slices. It defines the network slices for a given application
scenario, concetenates the relevant modular network
functions, assigns the relevant performance configura-
tions and maps all to the resources of the infrastructure
& resources layer 405. The management & Instrumen-
tation layer 406 also manages the scaling of the capacity
of these functions as well as their geographical distribu-
tion. In certain applications, the management & Instru-
mentation layer 406 may also have skills that allow third
parties to produce and manage their own network slices
by the use of APIs. Because of the numerous tasks of
the management & Instrumentation layer 406, these are
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not a monolithic block of functionality but rather a collec-
tion of modular functions, integrating progresses that
have been achieved in different network domains, such
as NFV (network function virtualization), SDN (software-
defined networking) or SON (self-organizing networks).
The management & Instrumentation Layer 106 utilizes
data assisted intelligence to optimize all aspects of serv-
ice assembly and deployment.
[0097] By using the brokering entity 120, 200 described
above with respect to Figs. 1 and 2, network resources
of the communication network 400 can be accessed. The
brokering entity 120, 200 may be a part of the network
400 or may be arranged outside the network 400, for
example in a foreign network. The brokering entity 120,
200 may for example located in the management & In-
strumentation level 406. Alternatively, each network slice
or slice instance may include a brokering entity 120, 200.
Network entities requesting resources of the communi-
cation network 400 may for example be network nodes
of the infrastructure and resources layer 405, or network
nodes of the activation layer 404 or network slices or slice
instances of the application layer 403. Network entities
requesting resources of the communication network 400
may also be mobile devices 401, base stations, base
station controllers, radio network controllers etc. request-
ing resources for initiating a communication channel over
the communication network 400.
[0098] The 5G network 400 increases the efficiency of
communication and provides in particular a higher data
throughput, lower latency, particularly high reliability, a
much higher connection density and a larger mobility ar-
ea. The 5G network 400 increases the operational flex-
ibility and provides tailored features and functions while
saving network resources. This increased performance
is accompanied by the ability to control highly heteroge-
neous environments and the ability to secure trust, iden-
tity and privacy of users.
[0099] The presented devices, systems and methods
are provided for the purpose to improve the efficiency of
communication and charging in communication net-
works, in particular in 5G communications networks with
multiple network slices, as described below.
[0100] Fig. 5 shows a schematic diagram illustrating
an exemplary 5G communication network 500 including
a plurality of network slices which network resources can
be accessed by a brokering entity according to the dis-
closure.
[0101] The 5G-communication network 500 includes
an infrastructure & resources layer 405, an activation lay-
er 404 and an application layer 403, as described above
with respect to Figure 4.
[0102] The Infrastructure & Resources layer 405 in-
cludes all physical assets that are associated with a net-
work operator, i.e., locations, cable, network nodes, etc.
This layer 405 forms the basis for all network slices. It is
structured as generic as possible without too many spe-
cialized engineering units. The Infrastructure & Resourc-
es layer 405 conceals any kind of user-specific imple-

mentation towards the upper layers, so that the remaining
systems can be used optimally for different slices. Com-
ponents of the infrastructure and resources layer 405 are
based on hardware and software or firmware that is need-
ed for each operation and that is provided to the overlying
layers as resource objects. Objects of infrastructure &
resources layer 405, for example, include virtual ma-
chines, virtual links or connections and virtual networks,
for example, virtual access node 531, 532, 533, virtual
network nodes 534, 535, 536, 537 and virtual computer
nodes 538, 539, 540. As the term "virtual" implies, the
infrastructure and resources layer 405 provides the ob-
jects in the form of an "infrastructure as a service " 551,
i.e. in an abstracted, virtualized form to the next higher
layer 404.
[0103] The activation layer 404 is arranged above the
infrastructure & resources layer 405. It uses the objects
of the infrastructure & resources layer 405 and adds ad-
ditional functionality to these objects, for example in the
form of (non-physical) software objects / VNFs (virtual
network functions) to enable generation of any type of
network slices and hence to provide a platform as a serv-
ice to the next higher layer 403.
[0104] Software objects can exist in any granularity,
and may include a tiny or a very large fragment of a net-
work slice. In order to be able to allow the generation of
network slices on a suitable level of abstraction in the
activation layer 404 different abstract objects 521 can be
combined with other abstracted objects and virtual net-
work functions 522 to form combined objects 523, which
can be converted into aggregated objects 524 which can
be provided in an object library 525 to the next higher
level. Thus, the complexity can be hidden behind the net-
work slices. For example, a user can create a mobile
broadband slice and define merely a KPI (Key Perform-
ance Indicator) without having to specify specific features
such as individual local antenna cover, backhaul links
and specific parameterization degrees. Supporting an
open environment, allowing to add or delete network
functions on demand, is an important skill of the activation
layer 404 that supports the dynamic rearrangement of
functions and connectivities in a network slice, for exam-
ple, by using SFC (Service Function Chaining) or modi-
fying software so that the functionality of a slice can be
completely pre-defined and can include both approxi-
mately static software modules and dynamically addable
software modules.
[0105] A network Slice can be regarded as software-
defined entity that is based on a set of objects that define
a complete network. The activation layer 404 plays in the
success of this concept a key role since it can include all
software objects that are necessary to provide the net-
work slices and the appropriate skills to handle the ob-
jects. The activation layer 404 may be considered as a
type of network operating system complemented by a
network production environment. An important task of
the activation layer 404 is defining the appropriate levels
of abstraction. So network operators have sufficient free-
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dom to design their network slices while the platform op-
erator can still keep maintaining and optimizing the phys-
ical nodes. For example, the execution of everyday tasks
such as adding or replacing NodeBs, etc. is supported
without the intervention of the network client. The defini-
tion of suitable objects that model a complete telecom-
munications network, is one of the essential tasks of the
activation layer 104 in developing the network slices en-
vironment.
[0106] A network slice, also known as 5G Slice, sup-
ports communication services of a certain type of con-
nection with a particular type of handling of the C (Control)
and U (User Data) layer. A 5G slice is composed of a
collection of different 5G network functions and specific
radio access technology (RAT) settings that are com-
bined together for the benefit of the specific use case.
Therefore, a 5G Slice spans all domains of the network,
for example, software modules that run on a cloud node,
specific configurations of the transport network that sup-
port a flexible location of functions, a particular radio con-
figuration or even a particular access technology as well
as a configuration of 5G devices. Not all slices contain
the same features, some features that today seem to be
essential for a mobile network can even not occur in some
slices. The intention of the 5G Slice is to provide only the
functions that are necessary for the specific use case
and to avoid any other unnecessary functionalities. The
flexibility behind the slice concept is the key to both the
widening of existing applications as well as for creating
new applications. Third party devices can thus be granted
permission to control certain aspects of slicing through
appropriate APIs to provide such customized services.
[0107] The application layer 403 includes all generated
network Slices 510b, 511 b, 512b and offers these as
"network as a service" to different network users, for ex-
ample, different customers. The concept allows the reuse
of defined network slices 510b, 511 b, 512b for different
users, for example as a new network instance 510a,
511a, 512a. A network slice 510b, 511b, 512b, which is
associated, for example, with an automotive application
can also be used for applications in various other indus-
trial applications. The slices instances 510a, 511a, 512a,
generated by a first user, can for example be independent
of the slices instances that were generated by a second
user, although the entire network slice functionality may
be the same.
[0108] By using the brokering entity 120, 200 described
above with respect to Figs. 1 and 2, network resources
of the communication network 400 can be accessed. The
brokering entity 120, 200 may be a part of the network
500 or may be arranged outside the network 500, for
example in a foreign network. The brokering entity 120,
200 may for example be located in a network slice 510b
or slice instance 510a. Network entities requesting re-
sources of the communication network 500 may for ex-
ample be network nodes of the infrastructure and re-
sources layer 405, or network nodes of the activation
layer 404 or network slices or slice instances of the ap-

plication layer 403. Network entities requesting resourc-
es of the communication network 500 may also be mobile
devices, base stations, base station controllers, radio
network controllers etc. requesting resources for initiat-
ing a communication channel over the communication
network.
[0109] In a preferred embodiment, the network entity
(i.e. the charged party) is a 5G network slice owner, and
the charged party’s users are mobile subscribers that are
permanently assigned to said 5G network slice, or alter-
natively mobile subscribers that get assigned to said 5G
network slice based upon signaling an APN (access point
name, i.e. a gateway between a GSM, GPRS, 3G, 4G or
5G mobile network and another communication network,
e.g. the Internet), or in another preferred embodiment
based upon an application layer event that occurs during
an access session (packet data protocol PDP context,
i.e. a data structure present on both the serving support
node and the gateway support node which contains the
subscriber’s session information when the subscriber
has an active session) that leads to certain IP flows get-
ting offloaded or redirected to another 5G slice, for ex-
ample to satisfy ultra low latency requirements.
[0110] A preferred embodiment is based on 15 minute
charging periods. A preferred embodiment is based on
demand side parties using machine learning that builds
a model based on a learning period with random bids or
human expert provided bids, which evaluates the result-
ing user experience for an MVNO or 5G slice owner and
applies the learned model for future automatic bidding
once the model has learned enough in a initial training
phase. Key for learning is the feedback loop enabled by
operational measurement data or application ping data
and other statistic data and network event data.
[0111] Another preferred embodiment is based on an
innovative scheduling method which allows implement-
ing the hierarchical preferential treatment of successful
bidders using an innovative scheduling algorithm.
[0112] Another preferred embodiment is describing the
details of an innovative 5G New Radio Scheduler, how
to implement the procedures occurring at a charging pe-
riod change in realtime in an efficient and scalable way.
[0113] Another preferred embodiment is based on re-
altime charging based on European Patent EP 1371 220
B1.
[0114] The methods, systems and devices described
herein may be implemented as electrical and/or optical
circuit within a chip or an integrated circuit or an applica-
tion specific integrated circuit (ASIC). The invention can
be implemented in digital and/or analogue electronic and
optical circuitry.
[0115] The methods, systems and devices described
herein may be implemented as software in a Digital Sig-
nal Processor (DSP), in a micro-controller or in any other
side-processor or as hardware circuit within an applica-
tion specific integrated circuit (ASIC) of a Digital Signal
Processor (DSP).
[0116] The invention can be implemented in digital
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electronic circuitry, or in computer hardware, firmware,
software, or in combinations thereof, e.g. in available
hardware of conventional optical transceiver devices or
in new hardware dedicated for processing the methods
described herein.
[0117] The present disclosure also supports a compu-
ter program product including computer executable code
or computer executable instructions that, when execut-
ed, causes at least one computer to execute the perform-
ing and computing steps described herein, in particular
the method 300 as described above with respect to Fig.
3 and the techniques described above with respect to
Figs. 1 to 5. Such a computer program product may in-
clude a readable non-transitory storage medium storing
program code thereon for use by a computer. The pro-
gram code may perform the method 300 as described
above with respect to Figure 3.
[0118] While a particular feature or aspect of the dis-
closure may have been disclosed with respect to only
one of several implementations, such feature or aspect
may be combined with one or more other features or
aspects of the other implementations as may be desired
and advantageous for any given or particular application.
Furthermore, to the extent that the terms "include",
"have", "with", or other variants thereof are used in either
the detailed description or the claims, such terms are
intended to be inclusive in a manner similar to the term
"comprise". Also, the terms "exemplary", "for example"
and "e.g." are merely meant as an example, rather than
the best or optimal. The terms "coupled" and "connect-
ed", along with derivatives may have been used. It should
be understood that these terms may have been used to
indicate that two elements cooperate or interact with each
other regardless whether they are in direct physical or
electrical contact, or they are not in direct contact with
each other.
[0119] Although specific aspects have been illustrated
and described herein, it will be appreciated by those of
ordinary skill in the art that a variety of alternate and/or
equivalent implementations may be substituted for the
specific aspects shown and described without departing
from the scope of the present disclosure. This application
is intended to cover any adaptations or variations of the
specific aspects discussed herein.
[0120] Although the elements in the following claims
are recited in a particular sequence with corresponding
labeling, unless the claim recitations otherwise imply a
particular sequence for implementing some or all of those
elements, those elements are not necessarily intended
to be limited to being implemented in that particular se-
quence.
[0121] Many alternatives, modifications, and varia-
tions will be apparent to those skilled in the art in light of
the above teachings. Of course, those skilled in the art
readily recognize that there are numerous applications
of the invention beyond those described herein. While
the present invention has been described with reference
to one or more particular embodiments, those skilled in

the art recognize that many changes may be made there-
to without departing from the scope of the present inven-
tion. It is therefore to be understood that within the scope
of the appended claims and their equivalents, the inven-
tion may be practiced otherwise than as specifically de-
scribed herein.

Claims

1. A network resources brokering system (100), com-
prising:

a communication network (110) comprising at
least one network resource (111, 112, 113); and
a brokering entity (120), configured to receive
requests (131, 132, 133) from a plurality of net-
work entities (121, 122, 123) for accessing (124)
the at least one network resource (111, 112,
113) within a charging period (125), each re-
quest comprising an electronic bid value (141,
142, 143) competing with other network entities
(121, 122, 123) for accessing the at least one
network resource (111, 112, 113),
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured
to select a network entity (121) from the plurality
of network entities (121, 122, 123), the selected
network entity (121) being associated with a bid
value (141) fulfilling a selection rule, and to grant
the selected network entity (121) access (124)
to the at least one network resource (111, 112,
113) within the charging period (125).

2. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 1,
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured to
select the network entity (121) prior to a start of the
charging period (125).

3. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 1 or 2,
wherein the at least one network resource (111, 112,
113) is a radio access network (RAN) resource and
the brokering entity (120) is configured to grant ac-
cess (124) to the RAN resource.

4. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured to
rank the plurality of network entities (121, 122, 123)
according to their electronic bid values (141, 142,
143) and to select a network entity (121) which re-
quest comprises a highest electronic bid value (141).

5. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 4,
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured to
select network entities of the plurality of network en-
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tities (121, 122, 123), which requests (131, 132, 133)
comprise the same electronic bid value (141, 142,
143), according to a fair arbitration scheme.

6. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 5,
wherein the fair arbitration scheme is based on a
round robin scheduling.

7. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the selection rule further depends on a dis-
tance of a respective network entity of the plurality
of network entities (121, 122, 123) to the at least one
network resource (111, 112, 113).

8. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the charging period (125) is predetermined
having a predetermined start time and a predeter-
mined duration.

9. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the communication network (110) is a net-
work according to a fifth generation (5G) (400, 500)
or according to a further generation, and wherein the
at least one network resource (111, 112, 113) is a
network resource of a network slice (510b, 511 b,
512b) of the communication network (400, 500).

10. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the at least one network resource (111, 112,
113) is a chargeable resource and the brokering en-
tity (120) is configured to grant the selected network
entity (121) consumption of the at least one network
resource (111, 112, 113) within the charging period
(125).

11. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured to
grant the selected network entity (121) preferential
scheduling for accessing the at least one network
resource (111, 112, 113).

12. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 11,
wherein the preferential scheduling is a preferential
scheduling with respect to time and/or space.

13. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein a length of the charging period (125) is
aligned with a length of an aggregation period for
providing operational statistics of the communication
network (110).

14. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 13,
wherein the selection rule is based on a quality of
the communication network (110) that is determined
by the brokering entity (120) based on feedback of
the operational statistics of the communication net-
work (110).

15. A brokering entity (120, 200) for providing access to
at least one network resource (111, 112, 113) of a
communication network (110), the brokering entity
(120, 200) comprising:

a receiver (223), configured to receive requests
(131, 132, 133) from a plurality of network enti-
ties (121, 122, 123) for accessing (124) the at
least one network resource (111, 112, 113) with-
in a charging period (125), each request (131,
132, 133) comprising an electronic bid value
(141, 142, 143) competing with other network
entities (121, 122, 123) for accessing the at least
one network resource (111, 112, 113); and
a controller (221), configured to select a network
entity (121) from the plurality of network entities
(121, 122, 123), the selected network entity
(121) being associated with a bid value (141)
fulfilling a selection rule (222), and to grant the
selected network entity (121) access (124) to
the at least one network resource (111, 112,
113) within the charging period (125).

16. The brokering entity (120, 200) of claim 15,
wherein the communication network (110) is a net-
work according to a fifth generation (5G) (400, 500)
or according to a further generation, and wherein the
controller (221) is configured to grant the selected
network entity (121) access (124) to at least one net-
work resource of a network slice (510b, 511b, 512b)
of the communication network (400, 500).

Amended claims in accordance with Rule 137(2)
EPC.

1. A network resources brokering system (100), com-
prising:

a communication network (110) comprising at
least one enforcement function for preferential
treatment and charging; and
a brokering entity (120), configured to receive
requests (131, 132, 133) from a plurality of net-
work entities (121, 122, 123) for accessing (124)
the at least one network resource (111, 112,
113) within a charging period (125), each re-
quest comprising an electronic bid value (141,
142, 143) competing with other network entities
(121, 122, 123) for accessing the at least one
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network resource (111, 112, 113),
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured
to select a network entity (121) from the plurality
of network entities (121, 122, 123), the selected
network entity (121) being associated with a bid
valued (141) fulfilling a selection rule, and to
grant the selected network entity (121) access
(124) to the at least one network resource (111,
112, 113) within the charging period,
wherein a length of the charging period (125) is
aligned with a length of an aggregation period
for providing operational statistics of the com-
munication network (110).

2. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 1,
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured to
select the network entity (121) prior to a start of the
charging period (125).

3. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 1 or 2,
wherein the at least one network resource (111, 112,
113) is a radio access network (RAN) resource and
the brokering entity (120) is configured to grant ac-
cess (124) to the RAN resource.

4. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured to
rank the plurality of network entities (121, 122, 123)
according to their electronic bid values (141, 142,
143) and to select a network entity (121) which re-
quest comprises a highest electronic bid value (141).

5. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 4,
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured to
select network entities of the plurality of network en-
tities (121, 122, 123), which requests (131, 132, 133)
comprise the same electronic bid value (141, 142,
143), according to a fair arbitration scheme.

6. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 5,
wherein the fair arbitration scheme is based on a
round robin scheduling.

7. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the selection rule further depends on a dis-
tance of a respective network entity of the plurality
of network entities (121, 122, 123) to the at least one
network resource (111, 112, 113).

8. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the charging period (125) is predetermined

having a predetermined start time and a predeter-
mined duration.

9. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the communication network (110) is a net-
work according to a fifth generation (5G) (400, 500)
or according to a further generation, and wherein the
at least one network resource (111, 112, 113) is a
network resource of a network slice (510b, 511b,
512b) of the communication network (400, 500).

10. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the at least one network resource (111, 112,
113) is a chargeable resource and the brokering en-
tity (120) is configured to grant the selected network
entity (121) consumption of the at least one network
resource (111, 112, 113) within the charging period
(125).

11. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the brokering entity (120) is configured to
grant the selected network entity (121) preferential
scheduling for accessing the at least one network
resource (111, 112, 113).

12. The network resources brokering system (100) of
claim 11,
wherein the preferential scheduling is a preferential
scheduling with respect to time and/or space.

13. The network resources brokering system (100) of
one of the preceding claims,
wherein the selection rule is based on a quality of
the communication network (110) that is determined
by the brokering entity (120) based on feedback of
the operational statistics of the communication net-
work (110).

14. A brokering entity (120, 200) for providing access to
at least one network resource (111, 112, 113) of a
communication network (110), the brokering entity
(120, 200) comprising:

a receiver (223), configured to receive requests
(131, 132, 133) from a plurality of network enti-
ties (121, 122, 123) for accessing (124) the at
least one network resource (111, 112, 113) with-
in a charging period (125), each request (131,
132, 133) comprising an electronic bid value
(141, 142, 143) competing with other network
entities (121, 122, 123) for accessing the at least
one network resource (111, 112, 113); and
a controller (221), configured to select a network
entity (121) from the plurality of network entities
(121, 122, 123), the selected network entity
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(121) being associated with a bid value (141)
fulfilling a selection rule (222), and to grant the
selected network entity (121) access (124) to
the at least one network resource (111, 112,
113) within the charging period (125),
wherein a length of the charging period (125) is
aligned with a length of an aggregation period
for providing operational statistics of the com-
munication network (110).

15. The brokering entity (120, 200) of claim 14,
wherein the communication network (110) is a net-
work according to a fifth generation (5G) (400, 500)
or according to a further generation, and wherein the
controller (221) is configured to grant the selected
network entity (121) access (124) to at least one net-
work resource of a network slice (510b, 511b, 512b)
of the communication network (400, 500).
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